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In this paper we continue the study of the general radical theory of involution algebras as
started in [5] with special emphasis on semisimple classes. We prove that if a class C is regular,
coinductive and closed under extensions, and its semisimple closure is hereditary, then C is
a semisimple class (Theorem 3). The proof of this assertion is based on a method which can be
successfully applied in characterizing semisimple classes in other varieties (cf. [2]). As a semisimple class is not always hereditary, it need not be a coradical class. We shall show that also
a coradical class is not necessarily a semisimple class (Proposition 14).
In [5] we have given necessary and sufficient conditions on a radical class R to satisfy the
A—D—S property in terms of involution algebras with zero-multiplication. We shall prove
that a radical class ~l satisfies A—D—S if and only if its semisimple class F satisfies the following
condition: If A* 6 F and A is nilpotent then any nilpotent involution algebra built on the additive
group of A, is in F (Theorem 7). Here we may write also [R in the place of F (Theorem 10).
V clanku se zabyvame obecnou teorii radikalu v algebrach s involuci. Je dana postacujici
podminka k tomu, aby regularni tfida C byla polojednoducha.
BflOKajifleHccjieflyeTCH o6m,a5i TeopnH paflmcajiOB B ajire6pax c HHBonyirHefi. .ZJaeTca aocTaTOHHoe ycjiOBHe nnn nojiynpocTOTbi peryjiapHoro KJiacca C-

First, we shall recall the basic definitions needed in this paper.
A K-algebra A is an involution algebra, if in A an unary operation * is defined
such that x** = x, (x + y)* = x* + y*, (xy) + =j;*x*, (fex)* = kx* for all x,
y e A, fee K. Throughout this paper we shall work with involution algebras over
a commutative associative ring K with identity. The universal class we consider will
be the variety V of all K-algebras with involution. A* will always stand for a K-algebra
with involution *, whenever there is no ambiguity we write only A. In particular,
id will denote the operation xid = x, and — * the operation x"* = — x*. Let us
notice that for an involution algebra A*, such that A2 = 0, A~* is an involution
algebra. An ideal I of an involution algebra A* will always mean an ideal of A such
*) Reáltanoda u. 13-15, H-1053 Hungary.
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that / is an involution subalgebra of A*. This fact will be indicated by / o A*.
By a homomorphism cj> we mean an algebra-homomorphism, such that (j)(x)* =
= cf)(x*). For any algebra A the zero-algebra built on the additive group of A will
be denoted by Av, that is, Ay = 0.
For future reference we list the following properties of non-empty classes of involution algebras. Let Ml be a class of involution algebras:
A class y is closed under extensions if whenever an involution algebra A contains
an ideal / such that /, A// e M, then AeM.
A class y is inductive if whenever an involution algebra A contains an ascending
chain of ideals / f such that \JIt = A and It e M, for each i, then i e l l .
A class y is coinductive if whenever an involution algebra A contains a descending
chain of ideals It such that f)It = 0 and A\li e Ml, for each i, then A e Ml.
A class y is closed under homomorphisms if an involution alegbra A is contained
in y , then every image of A is also contained in M.
A class y is closed under subdirect sums if whenever an involution algebra A
contains a family of ideals It such that f)Ii = 0 and A\lt e M, for each i, then A e Ml.
A class y is regular if 0 e Ml and whenever / is a non-zero ideal of an involution
algebra in Ml, then / has a non-zero image in M.
A class y is hereditary if A e M then every ideal of A is also in Ml. A radical
class U (in the sense of Kurosh and Amitsur) of involution algebras is a subclass
of V, which is closed under extensions, homomorphisms and is inductive. A class C
is called a coradical class, if C is hereditary and closed under extensions and subdirect sums. Further, the class
^

= { i * e V : R(A) = 0}

is called a semisimple class of radical class M. If M is any regular class, then the class
<%M = {A e V : A\l e M => / = A}
is a radical class, which is referred to as the upper radical class of Ml. For further
details of the basic facts of radical theory we refer to [1], [9] and [10]. Radical of
involution algebra has been studied in the recent papers [5], [6].
Given a class M it may happen that
(ID): Aid e M if and only if A~id e M whenever A2 = 0. In this case we say that Ml
satisfies condition (ID). Let U be any radical class. We say that IR satisfies A —D —S,
if
(A-D-S):

/* <a A*

implies

U(I*) ^ A* .

In [5] Theorem 1 it has been proved that a radical class IR satisfies A —D —S if
and only if IR satisfies condition (ID) and that this is equivalent to the fact that S?U
satisfies condition (ID) (cf. also [5] Corollary 2). In this paper following the investigations of [5] we shall deal mainly with the characterization of semisimple classes.
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We shall make use of the following two Propositions. For their proof we refer
to [2] Propositions 1 and 2.
Proposition 1. Let S be a class of involution algebras, which is closed under
extensions and let A be any involution algebra. If In<a ... o It <=3 J 0 = A and
In <i A, and Ik\Ik+1 e S for each k = 0, 1, ..., n — 1, then A\In e S .
Proposition 2. Let S be a regular class of involution algebras, and let A be any
involution algebra. If In <i In-1 <a ... <i It <i I0 = A and Ik\Ik+i e S for each
k = 0, 1, ..., n, then for radical U = ^ S : U(A) _= U(In) holds.
Theorem 3. Let S be a subclass of involution algebras, which is regular, coin'
ductive, and closed under extensions. If the semisimple class SftflS is hereditary,
then S = Sf%§, that is, S is a semisimple class.
Proof. We have to prove the inclusion Sftf/§ _; S only, as the opposite inclusion
is trivially fulfilled. Let us take an algebra A e Sf°U§> and choose an ideal I of A
and an ideal M of I such that they are minimal relative to A/I e S and I/M e S.
By the regularity and coinductivity of S this is possible. Further, let H be the ideal
of A generated by M. By [5] Proposition 2 H3 _= M and II3 <i A. Setting
A' = A/H3 , V = I/II3 and M' = M\H3 ,
we have A'\V e S, and I'\M' e S. It follows by Proposition 2 U(A') _: M'. Since
M

' ^ _____<, _____e^^s,

(A')

U(A')

U(A')

the hereditariness of SfWS implies that M'\U(A') e &><%§. Now we will show that
N = M'\U(A') e S. As above, we can choose an ideal P of N and an ideal Q of B
being minimal with respect to N/P, P\Q e S. Since N3 = {0}, it is easy to see that
(Q n N2) <i N. For the sake of convenience, we set

Q>=—2_

r = -Z—

QnN2'

N' =

-^—
Q n N2

QnN2'

Similarly as above we can show that U(N') _= g ' and Q'\U(N') e &<%§. Since
Q' 2 = 0, using the fact that every involution subalgebra of Q' is an ideal of Q'
it is straightforward to see that Q'\U(N') e S. Applying Proposition 1 for the chain
Q'

P'

R(Лľ)

R(N')

N'
R'JV') '
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we get N'/R(N') e S. Since N/P ^ N'jP', the minimality of P implies that R'AT) =
= P'. Hence P'jQ'e^^S
n R = {0}, that is P' = Q', and consequently P = Q.
But P <=] N e &<&§. By the choice of Q: P = Q is possible only in case P = {0}.
Thus N G S, that is M'/R(-4') e S. Now we return to show that A e S. Using again
Proposition 1 for the chain
M'
1')

V

A'

R(A')

R;A')

we have A'jM(A') e S. Similarly to the above proof we can see that in this fact
P' and hence P = Q = {0}. This means that A e S. The proof is complete.
Remark. Considering associative or alternative rings, the semisimple class SffyS
is always hereditary, hence the assertion of Theorem 3 gives the non-trivial part
of Sand's Theorem [7] characterizing semisimple classes. Let us observe that our
proof diners substantially from that of [7] inasmuch as we did not make use of the
associativity of the multiplication, but we used the Andrunakievich Lemma. This
observation has been exploited in [2].
The Tangeman-Kreiling [8] lower radical construction carries over to involution
algebras without difficulty (see also [5]). Let us give a homomorphicaUy closed
class C of involution algebras and define inductively
C1 = C
CA = {A: there exists an Io

A such that Ie Cx_1 and A/Ie CA_X}

if X — 1 exists, and
Cx = {A: A is the union of an ascending chain of ideals each belonging
to one of the classes CM, \i < X)
if X is a limit ordinal. Then the smallest radical class containing C, called the lower
radical class of C, is given as
J^C = U(C„: for all ordinals),
In the following we give a criterion for upper and lower radical constructions satisfying A —D —S.
Proposition 4. Let C be a class of involution algebras, which satisfies condition
(ID). Then
1) IfC is regular, then %C satisfies A - D - S .
2) IfC is closed under homomorphisms, then S£C satisfies A — D — S.
Proof. 1) Suppose C is regular. Then fytC is a radical class. It suffices to show
Aid e °UC if and only if A~id e C, whenever A2 = {0}. Let us notice that for any
algebra, such that A2 = {0}, Aid and A~id define involution algebras. Now let
A2 = 0 and Aid e °UC. Then every homomorphic image of Aid is also contained
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in %C. Since C satisfies condition (ID), it follows that every non-zero of A~id is
not in C. Hence A~id must be in °UC. If A~id e °UC, then a similar reasoning shows
that Aid e %C. By [5] Theorem 1 the radical class <%C satisfies A - D - S .
2) Since S£C = ()(CX: for all ordinals), it suffices to show that CA satisfies condition (ID) for all ordinal X. By the assumption Cx = C satisfies condition (ID).
Let X be any ordinal and suppose CM satisfies condition (ID) for all \i < X. Let
Aid e C. If X is a limit ordinal, there is an ascending chain {Ia} of ideals of Aid such
that
Iad = IaeC
and Au = \J I? .
<x<A

The involution algebra A~id can also be written in the form A~id = (J Iatd Since C
a<k

satisfies condition (ID) it follows that I~id e C \ Hence also A~.d e CA holds. Now
suppose that X — 1 exists, then by the construction A contains an ideal I = Iid
so that Iid and (A\l)id are in CA_X. Also by the hypothesis I~id and (A\I)~~id are
contained in CA_ x. Hence A~id e CA. Similarly, i£A~id e C we can show that Aid e CA,
too. Thus JSfC = U{CA} satisfies also condition (ID). By [5] Theorem 1 S£C
satisfies A —D —S.
For the rings the assumption that C is homomorphically closed is not essential,
inasmuch as if C is not homomorphically closed, then define
Cx = {A: A is a homomorphic image of B e C} .
Considering involution algebras, however, there is some subtle difference. Starting
from a class C which is not homomorphically closed, we can define the lower radical
as we did for rings. Nevertheless in Proposition 4,2) we cannot drop the assumption C
is homomorphically closed. For instance, let
C = {pZ\p3Z: p is a given prime number} .
Since C does not contain zero-algebras, C satifies condition (ID). As one easily sees,

(pz\p2z)id = (pz\p2z) e sec but (pZ\p2z)~id 4 sec.

Let F be any class of involution algebras. As in the case of associative rings (cf.
[7]) we construct the following classes inductively
FA = {A: A contains an ideal I of A, with 7, A\I e FA_ J
if X — 1 exists, and
FA = {A: there is a descending chain of ideals oi A:It ~l Ik =.> ...
such that HI.- = {0} - n ci A\l{ e FA. for ordinal Xt < X}
for each limit ordinal X. Finally define
F u = U(FA for all ordinals) .
u
It is clear that F is regular, coinductive and closed under extensions, whenever F
is regular. Furthermore, if F is hereditary, then F u is a coradical class.
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Corollary 5. Let ¥ be a regular class of involution algebras, which satisfies
condition (ID), then F u is a hereditary semisimple class and OTU = OT satisfies
A-D-S.
Proof. By Proposition 4 W = W u satisfies A - D - S , hence SfW" is hereditary.
By Theorem 3 we have F u = S/>0U¥KJ. Thus F u is a hereditary semisimple class.

In the following we shall give necessary and sufficient conditions for a semisimple
class, whose radical satisfies A —D —S. This will exhibit the decisive role of the
behaviour of nilpotent involution algebra. We need some technique.
Lemma 6. Let A be an involution algebra and let
B = (ann A : A) = {x: Ax -f xA c ann A} .
Then B\ann A = ann(A\ann A) and (B\ann A)ld is a subdirect sum, whose direct
summands are isomorphic to ideals of (ann A)id.
Proof. By definition of B it is clear that B\ann A = ann(A\ann A). Let By be the
zero-algebra defined on the additive group of B. Then Bv can be considered an
involution algebra with the identical operation id: bid = b for all b e Bv. Let us
denote this involution algebra by B$. Consider the mappings
ra, la: Blvd -> (ann A)id
such that rjx) = ax, la(x) = xa for all x e Bv and a given element a of A. Let us
notice that (ann A) is an involution algebra. We can show by a straightforward
calculation that they are homomorphisms of involution algebras. Since ann A
is a zero-algebra, rjB?) and IjB^f) as involution sub-algebra of (ann A)id are also
ideals of (ann A)id. On the other hand we have
f) (ker ra n ker la) = {x e B | ax = 0 = xa for every a e A} = (ann A)id .
aeA

-™ ,
/„!
AM • , „ (B\ann AY (B\annA)id
ld
Therefore (Bfann A) is the subdirect sum of all
— , ^—
fcer ra
ker la
aeA. Since
(B\annA)id
.
.,id
/nid,
v
—
s r a (B v ) <3 (awn A)ld
ker rfl
and
(B\annA)id
, /old> .
,
..jrf
ker /fl
the assertion is fulfilled.
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,
whenever

Theorem 7. Let F be a class of involution algebras, which is regular, coinductive
and closed under extensions. The following conditions are equivalent:
1) <%F satisfies A - D - S ,
2) F satisfies condition (ID),
3) If A* e F and A2 = {0}, then A~* e F,
4) If A* e F and A2 = {0}, then A° e F for any involution o built on A9
5) If A* e F and ^4 is nilpotent, then every nilpotent involution algebra which is
built on the additive group of A, belongs to F.
Moreover, if F satisfies any one (and hence all) of conditions 1) -> 5) then F
is a semisimple class.
Proof. The implications 5) => 4) => 3) => 2) are obvious. The implication 2) => 1)
follows from Proposition 4. Thus the theorem will be proved, if we show the implications 1) => 4) => 5). Before the proof let us notice that if °UF satisfies A—D —S,
then Sf<WF is hereditary (cf. [5] and [1]), and hence by Theorem 3 F is a hereditary
semisimple class, that is F = SfW. Now we return to the proof.
1) => 4). Let us consider the involution algebra A*9 such that A* e F and A2 = {0}.
Since °U¥ satisfies A —D —S, by the above remark F is hereditary. Thus every ideal
of A* is also contained in F. Hence the set
K* = {x + x*

:xeA*}

as an ideal of A* is in F. Let Q be a mapping of A* into K*, such that Q(X) = x + x*.
It is straightforward to see that Q is a homomorphism onto. The set
ker o = {y: y + y* = 0, y e A}
is clearly also an ideal of A*9 hence ker QEF. Moreover by [3] Corollary 2 we have
(kero)id =

(kero)~*eF.

id

Since (ker o) e F and
Aidj(ker o)id s A*\ker Q S K* = Kid e F ,
it follows that Aia e F. Now let o be any involution built on A. We can show similarly
that the sets
K° = {x + x° : x e A}
H° = {x | x + x° = 0, x e A}
can be considered as ideals of Aid and A~id respectively. Thus K° and H° are in F.
Since K° =" A°\H°9 it follows A° e F. Thus (4) holds.
4) => 5). Let A* e F be any nilpotent involution algebra. Since A* is nilpotent
there is a descending chain
A*=/,,^...2/12/o

= {0}
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of ideals of A* such that / i + 1 / / , = ann(A*\It). First we show that A%, the zeroalgebra with involution id defined on additive group of A, is contained in F. Since
ann A* = It is an ideal of A* and since F is hereditary, it follows It e F. Furthermore by l\ = {0}, condition 4) implies Iid e F. By Lemma 6 we have that (Ik\I2)p,.
is the subdirect sum, whose direct summands are isomorphic to ideals of Ild e F.
Since every semisimple class is closed under subdirect sums, it follows (/ 2 // 1 ) , " J e F.
Using induction we can show that (/J/ k -i) f d for all k = 1. By Proposition 1 we have
Aid e F. Now let A° be any nilpotent involution algebra built on the additive group
of A. Since A is nilpotent, there is a descending chain
A° = Km^Km.13...2Ki=K0

=

{0}

of ideals of A° such that Ki+i\Kt .= ann(A°\K^). Since (ann A°)id is an ideal of
A\f e F, also (ann A°)ld e F. By condition 4) we have ann A° e F. Similarly as above
we can show that (K / + i/K,)/<f e F for every i ^ m — 1. Since Kf+ x .= Kf condition 4)
implies Ki+1\Kt e F. Using again Proposition 1 we have A° e F. Thus 5 is valid. The
last assertion of the theorem has already been proved.
Lemma 8. Let A be an involution algebra such that An = 0. Then (A""1)"*, the
algebra with identical involution id on An~1, is the sum of its ideals, which are
homomorphic images of (A\A2)ld.
Proof. Let us consider the mapping
fa:(AlA2)id^(An-1)ii
defined by fa(x) = axforx = x + A2e (AJA2)iJ where a is a given element of A"'2.
It is straightforward to see t h a t / a is a homomorphism. Since

(A"- 1 )" = (A"-2A)U = ( ~ aA)id^
n 2

aeA "

X

fJiAjA2)"1),

n 2

aeA ~

the assertion is valid.
Proposition 9. Let R be a radical class satisfying A— D —S, and A be any nilpotent involution algebra contained in R. Then An e RfOr all natural numbers n.
Proof. Since R satisfies A - D - S , by [5] Theorem 1 we have (A/A2) e R, and this
implies (A\A2)id e R. Applying Lemma 8 we get that (A n_1 ) I ' d is the sum of its ideals,
which are homomorphic images of (AJA2)id. Since (AJA2).* e R, it follows (i4" _1 ) M eR.
Using again [5] Theorem 1 we have A.""1 e R. By (A/A n " 1 ) , , " 1 = {0} and
(A\An~1)deU,
Lemma 8 yields that (An~2\An~~1)id e R. Since R is closed under
extension we get (An~2)id e R. Furthermore, since R satisfies A - D - S , also An~2 e R
holds. By induction we can show An e R for all n.
Theorem 10. Let R be any radical class of involution algebras. The following
conditions are equivalent:
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1) R satisfies A - D - S ,
2) IR satisfies condition (ID),
3) If A* eR and A is nilpotent, then every nilpotent involution algebra, which
is built on the additive group of A, belongs to R.
Proof. The equivalence of l) and 2) has been proved in Theorem 8. The implication
3) => 2) is obvious. We have only to show the implication 2) => 3). Let A* be any
nilpotent involution algebra in R. Then there is a natural number n such that An = {0}
by Proposition 9 Ak e R for all k = n. Hence AkjAk+1 e R for all k = n. By [3]
Theorem 1 we have (AkjAk+1)id e R for all k = n. Since IR is closed under extensions
using Proposition 1 we have A?, the zero-algebra with identical involution id built
on the additive group of A, is in IR. Suppose A° is any nilpotent involution algebra
built on the additive group of A. By Theorem 7 (A0JR(A0)) e SfR implies (A°\R{A°))%e
e SfR. On the other hand
(A°/[R(A0))^ =• (A^R(A°)^)id

eR.

This implies that (A°JR(A°))^ e R n PR = {0}. Thus R(A°) = A°, that is, A° e R.
This completes our proofCorollary 11. Let R be any radical class satisfying A —D —S and let A be any
nilpotent involution algebra. Then
1) A e R if and only if A$ e R,
2) A e ^R if and only if ann A e SfR.
Moreover if Ae SfR then Ajann A e &R.
Proof. Assertion 1) follows from (3) of Theorem 10.
2) Since IR satisfies A - D - S , STR is hereditary. Thus if AeSfR, then ann A
as an ideal of A is also in SfR. Conversely, let A be a nilpotent involution algebra,
such that ann A e SfR. Since A is nilpotent, there is a descending chain
A=In=In_1=>...=I1=I0

= {0}

of ideals of A such that Ii+ 1\li = ann (-4/I;). Using Lemma 6 and Theorem 7 again
we can show that / i + 1 / / , . 6 ^ R for all i = n. Thus by Proposition 1 the assertion 2)
holds. Furthermore let Jt = Ij^ we have
;

l + 1

/;(s-^s/

l + 1

/i,6yR.

Applying Proposition 1 for the chain {0} = Jx <q J2 -o ... <a Jn = Ajlt we obtain
that A/I! = AI ann A e SfR.
Remark. The assertions of Corollary 11 are valid also for associative rings with
similar proof.
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Corollary 12. Let V be a variety of all involution algebras over a commutative
ring K of characteristic 2. Then a subclass F of V is a semisimple class if and
only if F is regular, coinductive, and is closed under extensions.
Proof It follows immediately from [5] Corollary 3 and from Theorem 8.

In this final section we shall exhibit the difference between semisimple and coradical
classes.
Let A* be any involution algebra over a commutative ring K ( l e K ) such that
A2 = {0}. The ringK can be considered as an involution algebra Kid. Using A and K.
a new involution algebra can be defined as in [5] in the following way:
Let us consider the cartesian product E = KxKxAxA,
on £ we define
operators by the following rules:
(a, b, x, y) + (c, d, u, v) = (a + c, b + d, x + u, y + v) ,
(a, b, x, y) (c, d, u, v) =
= (ac — bd, ad + be, au — bv + ex — dy, av + bu + cy + dx) ,
k(a, b, x, y) = (ka, kb, kx, ky) ,
(a, b, x, y)° = (a, -b, x*, - y * ) ,
for all a,b,c, d,keK
and x, y, u, v e A. Let us denote this involution algebra
by L°(K, A). In particular, if A = {0} we write shortly by L°(K).
The following result gives a new sufficient criterion for such a semisimple class,
whose radical satisfies A —D —S.
Proposition 13. Let K be any commutative ring with identity and let F be any
hereditary semisimple class of involution algebras over K. If F contains the involution algebra E°(K) then °llV satisfies A —D —S.
Proof We will show that F satisfies condition (ID). Indeed, let A e F be any
involution algebra, such that A3 = {0}. Suppose A = Aid. Considering the algebra
L°(K, A) let us denote
1°

={(0,0,x,y)eE°(K,A):x,yeA}

L° = {(0, 0, x, 0) e E°(K, A) : x e A}
and
L~° = {(0,0,0, y)eE°(K,

A): ye
id

A}.

By [5] Proposition 7 we have I <i E°(K, A), 1° s A ® A~id, and L° s Aid, but L°
is not ideal of L°(K, A). Moreover, it is straightforward to see that L~°<i J°<i
<a E°(K, A), but L"° is not an ideal of E°(K, A), and L°(K, A)//0 s E°(K). Notice
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that LT° =• A~id and I°/L"° ^ Aid s L°. Since F contains E°(K) and A* Proposition
2 is applicable for the chain L"° <i I° <i £°(K, A). Thus for the radical U = * F
we have
R(L°(A, K)) £ R(L-°) £ L"° .
If IR(F°(A,K)) = 0, then the hereditariness of F implies A~id e F. In the other case,
there exists y e A, y * 0, such that (0, 0, 0, y) e (K°(K, A)). Since R(JE°(K, A)) is an
ideal of L°(K, A), we get
0 * (0, 0, - y , 0) = (0, 1, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0, y) <= E°(K, A) . R{E°(K, A)) =
<= E°(K,A) = L " ° .
But (0,0, ->>, 0 ) G L ° and hence (0,0, -y, 0) eL° n L"° = {0} - contradiction.
Similarly, if A~ d e F, A2 = {0}, then we can show that A.d e F, too. Since F satisfies
condition (ID), by Theorem 7 W satisfies A — D - S .
It is well-known that in the case of associative and alternative rings a class is
a semisimple class if and only if it is a coradical class. In the case of not necessarily
associative rings, however, a semisimple class need not be a coradical class (cf. [3])
and a coradical class need not be a semisimple class (cf. [4]). For involution algebras
the situation is similar to that of not necessarily associative rings. As semisimple
classes are not always hereditary, they are not necessarily coradical classes. Furthermore, we have also the following
Proposition 14. There exists a coradical class, which is not semisimple.
Proof. Let K be a field and let S be a class consisting of E°(K) and Kv id (where Kv
is a zero-algebra built on additive group of A). It is easy to see that both K-7ld and
£°(K) are simple involution algebras. Thus S is hereditary. Let us consider the following construction
C0 = S
CA = {A: there exists I <a A such that I, A\l e CA_x}
if k — 1 exists, and
CA = {A: there exists ideals Iki of A such that
f)IXt = 0, and Ajlk. e C„ where i < X} ,
if A is a limit ordinal. Finally let
C = (J(CA: for all ordinals).
As in the case of rings we get that C is closed under extensions, subdirect sums and
is hereditary (cf. [7]), that is, C is a coradical class. Now we will show that C is not
a semisimple class. Indirectly, suppose that C is semisimple. Then C is a hereditary
semisimple class. Since K°(K) e C, Proposition 13 yields that IR = <8fC satisfies
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A - D - S . This means that for any ideal I of an involution algebra A: R(J)<i A.
In particular, for the ideal 1° of £°(K, Klf) we get R(I°) = L°. But by [5] Proposition
7 L° is not an ideal of F°(K, Kif) - a contradiction. Thus C is not semisimple.
Corollary 15. If the class C is coradical but not semisimple, then y%C
hereditary, and hence WC does not satisfy A —D —S.
The proof is straightforward by Theorem 3.

is not
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